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IMPEACHMENT: The recent articles of impeachment of President
Trump has 218 co-sponsors and Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY)
signaled that he wants a Senate trial to begin as soon as possible. A
Senate conviction would bar Trump from running for president
again, which is likely the main goal of supportive Democrats.
MILITANT: The Revolutionary Abolitionist Movement has formed
an overt militant wing to provide security at disruptions, build “wider
uprisings,” conduct “militant patrols,” and surveil law enforcement.
The creation of overt, militant guards and patrols is a significant
development for the Far Left proto-insurgency. The presence of
armed Leftist groups will likely continue to grow this year.
INCITEMENT: Far Left chat room participants called for inciting
violence at future political events in order to cause "settler on settler
violence" between Trump supporters and the state. Far Left
abolitionist groups may attempt to instigate conflict between
enraged Trump supporters and the government they perceive as
illegitimate. The desired outcome is a potential overreaction by the
government, a subsequent civil war, and an opportunity to exploit
these conditions by establishing autonomy and insurgent forces.
RECRUITMENT: White nationalist chat room participants
expanded online recruiting efforts, targeting conservatives and
Trump supporters who are either leaving and being banned from
mainstream social media platforms. Some are convinced that recent
events surrounding Parler will radicalize disillusioned white
conservatives, who may become more open to joining white
nationalist groups.

ANALYST COMMENT: President Trump approved a declaration of a state of
emergency in Washington, D.C. and ordered federal agencies to assist in the
security of the 59th Presidential Inauguration. The FBI recently sent out a
bulletin to law enforcement agencies warning of armed political protests in D.C.
and at state capitols across the country in the lead up to inauguration on 20
January.. The “Million Militia March” is unlikely to materialize in the size or
numbers being claimed. It may not even happen at all. I’ve noticed numerous
prominent Trump supporters disavow future protests, especially at the
inauguration, which could lead to much lower turnout for any event, regardless
of location. Protest activity is still likely, however, and there may be elements on
the Right and Left who attempt to cause disruption or violence.
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